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9N T NATURL 9P THIS WID€ 

Welcome to A Traveler's Guide to the Land of Barsaive, Its Wonders and Dangers. Dubbed "the survival guide" by the appren- 
tices who worked on it, this tome is intended to provide all the information would-be adventurers need to safely travel in 
Barsaive. The information in the Traveler's Guide was compiled from the wisdom-and folly--of adepts and travelers through- 
out the land who brought their stories to the Great Library. 

Building on the previous Explorer's Guide to Barsaive, this work offers advice on surviving the myriad dangers, magical 
and otherwise, not addressed in that tome, as well as deeper studies of certain topics mentioned only briefly in the Explorer's 
Guide. 

In the course of producing this work, I have noticed common themes in the accounts transcribed and collected by the 
Library's archivists and researchers. Barsaive has recovered miraculously from the ravages of the Scourge, but its forests, jun- 
gles, mountains and other wild places hold many mysteries. Against this vast unknown, all the gathered wisdom of the Great 
Library is a mere wave on the ocean; it cannot tell us all that we might wish or need to know, because so many things are so 
different since the Scourge. 

In many ways, Barsaive has returned to the untamed land it was in the days of Throal's founding. Adventurers and 
explorers are blazing new trails for the rest of us, uncovering the secrets of this strange new world in which we have so 
recently awakened. Exploration of our land has become a new challenge for our people, and I hope this guide will serve to 
make some few expeditions successful. In return, I ask this of all who read this book; if the wisdom in these pages helps you 
survive in the wilderness, share what you learn with us. 

-Merrox, Master of the Hall of Records, 1509 TH 
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TH€ DAMGtRS AND 

This account of travel in Barsaive comes to us from the legenday troubadour Hamlin Risingsong, a frequent contributor to the Great 
Libra y of Throal. Risingsong has traveled the length and breadth of Barsaive since his youth, and knows as zuell ns anyone hozo to 

get safely from place to place. 1 consulted him before setting out on my  own journeys to compile information for our Explorer's 
Guide, and his advice proved invaluable. Though framed as an entertaining fireside tale, this essay provides much practical 

advice for the discertlzng reader. 

-Humbly presented for the edification of the reader by Thom Edrull, Archivist nnd Scribe of the Hall of Records 

The song of the road has called to me since my boyhood in the hinterlands of Barsaive. The confines of Caralle, the humble 
village where I grew up, suited most of my neighbors just fine-but I always longed to know what lay over the next hill or in the 
village just beyond our own. We all loved to hear stories of far-off places and heroic deeds from the few wandering troubadours 
who came our way, but for most of us they were only stories. For me, they were a promise and a spur. 

That promise was fulfilled the year Janor came to Caralle. He arrived in the last month of summer and stayed until the 
moon changed. I sat near him every night along with the rest of the village and listened, spellbound, to his tales of faraway 
lands: of the fiery sea where Death himself was said to be imprisoned, of the fierce natives of the Servos Jungle, of the shining 
ribbon of the great Serpent River, of the great Kingdoxn of Throal and of distant Thera. His troubadour magic made those 
places come alive, and I dreamed of seeing those wonders with my own eyes. 

Almost at once, I knew I wanted to travel with him. But I was afraid to say so. He was an adept, with strong and wonder- 
ful magic, a lean and weathered-looking human who had lived more lifetimes and seen more miracles than an ignorant coun- 
try youth like me could dream of. His hands were callused as much by the bowstring as by harpstrings, and the knowledge of 
herbs that he shared with the village healer suggested infinitely more wisdom where that came from. All I knew was farming, 
and the only creature against which I had ever raised a weapon was the occasional rabbit bound for the stewpot. The tigers 
and brithans and other fearsome beasts that Janor had encountered during his travels could break a slender elf like me in half. 
I was not strong enough or clever enough to be an adept's apprentice, I told myself. Yet the dream persisted. 

I made a point of sitting by Janor's feet, rarely taking my eyes from his face when he told stories or sang. He could not 
help but notice and seemed to approve of the ardor with which I listened. One night, greatly daring, I brought my pipes to the 
evening's gathering and began to play along as he sang The Ballad of the Earthdawn. Harp, pipes and his clear tenor voice all 
seemed to blend as if in a wonderful magic spell. Never had I played so well or so joyfully, most of all because in some myste- 
rious way, Janor seemed to have been expecting it. 

I stayed with him awhile after the others had gone away. We sat in silence for a time, Janor tuning his harp and me fid- 
geting with my pipes. "You play well," Janor said finally. "And you have the traveling spirit in your eyes." Then he fell silent. 
I hardly dared to breathe. Now was the time to speak, but the words refused to come. 

"Have you a question to ask me?" Janor said. 
"I want to go with you," I replied softly. "I want to see beyond the horizon. I want to learn troubadour magic and have a 

thousand stories to tell. I want-" 
He placed one hand over mine, gently loosening my over-tight grip on my pipes. "Careful," he said, sounding as if he 

was trying not to laugh. "A troubadour's apprentice must take care of his instrument." 
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"1'11 do everything you tell me. I'll listen to every word you say. I'll work hard and I won't be any trouble to you, I 
promise." Sheer unbelieving joy was making me babble like an infant. 

"The Discipline of the troubador is not an easy one," he warned. "And I must journey through more of Barsaive's wild 
lands before I turn my steps toward Throal. To walk on the path, you must surrender safety, security, peace--all those things 
that youth finds so dull and old age finds so precious." 

"Would you stay here, if you could? Leave off journeying and become a safe, secure, peaceful, boring farmer?" 
He laughed at that and told me to meet him on the outskirts of Caralle at sunrise. 

We began our journey traveling east, skirting the foothills of tlie Delaris Mountains in whose shadows I had lived all my 
life. The sun was barely glancing over the horizon, and I could not help yawning as I stumbled half-awake toward the village 
boundary. I had not drunk my usual cup of jaal tea that morning; I knew the scent of brewing tea would rouse my mother 
and sisters, and the last thing I wanted to hear were their entreaties to stay. I wanted to see the wide world, and not even the 
call of blood could keep me from that dream. 

Janor raised an eyebrow at the sight of the loaded pack on my left shoulder but said nothing about it. "Take a last look, 
Hamlin," he told me. "Say farewell. You will not see home again for some time-perhaps never." 

The "never" startled me-I had not truly thought what my desire to see the world might cost me. But even as the whis- 
per of doubt arose in my mind, the song of the road drowned it out. I turned and looked back at Caralle. The early morning 
light painted its houses and barns in pale tints of rose and gold. My safe, familiar, dull home had never looked so beautiful- 
and once I turned my back to it, it would no longer belong to me. 

Janor stood behind me, waiting. The morning was so silent that I could hear him breathing. Somewhere out of sight, a 
sun-greeter sang its daily tune to the sky. 

I turned to face him. "Let's be off, then." 
Janor struck off through the grass, bearing toward the sunrise and slightly south. His sturdy walking stick thudded into 

the earth at every other step, beating a soothing rhythm that lulled me into something like a trance. I walked along behind 
him, watching his battered leather satchel and small harp-case swing from side to side in time to the rhythm of his steps. A 
strap binding them securely to his belt prevented them from swinging far. The satchel was smaller than the harp-case; how 
could he possibly carry everything in it that one might need for a long journey? My own pack was stuffed to bursting with 
everything I could think of that might come in handy-a bottle of water and three flasks of strong ale, a loaf of fresh-baked 
bread, a crock of sweet butter, half of my mother's latest batch of honeycakes, a sackful of salted meat from last autumn's 
slaughtering, a large hunk of my favorite sharp cheese, a few packets of healing herbs whose uses I knew, a couple of flints, 
some candles and holders, a spare pair of leather boots, two pairs of leather shoes, several of my favorite books, my pipes, a 
pillow and a sturdy wool blanket, and as many shirts and trousers as I could fit in the pack. I also carried a bag of potatoes- 
they make wonderful eating when roasted in coals-and a short bow and arrows I'd fashioned just that summer. I was pre- 
pared for everything (or so I believed). 

We walked until the sun had climbed high in the sky. Before long my legs began to ache, and the constant jouncing of my 
bulging pack against my spine began to drive me near to madness. One of my books had somehow lodged itself so that its 
corner dug into the small of my back with every step, and my shoulders were beginning to throb from the weight of my 
belongings. But no matter how I tried, I couldn't shift the pack to a comfortable position. 

Ahead of me, Janor strode carefree and easy. He was humming a jaunty tune, as if the long hours of struggling up  and 
down countless small slopes were no more than a brief pleasure walk. With relief, I noticed he was heading toward a small 
stand of trees. "We'll break our fast ahead," he said, glancing over his shoulder at me. 

Too spent to speak, I simply nodded. 
He grinned at me. "Poor Hamlin. Just a bit longer-then you can have a rest." He sounded amused. I bit back an irritated 

reply, resolved to prove my worthiness for this path by not complaining. With a sound suspiciously like a snort of laughter, 
Janor faced forward and kept walking. 

The trees had grown up  around a small, deep spring. As soon as Janor stopped, I swung my pack off my tortured shoul- 
ders and threw myself on the soft, springy grass by the water's edge. I held out my hands to scoop up some water, but Janor 
stopped me. 
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"Wait," he said. "It may not be safe. Did you bring any water from 
Caralle?" 

I nodded, and he told me to fetch it. "We'll refill our water- 
skins here, but I'll boil the water before we drink it. It's proba- 
bly fine-the trees look healthy enough-but it's best to err on 
the side of caution." 

I dug the water bottle out of my pack and drank. With 
the edge of my thirst quenched, 1 was content to lie on the 
grass and watch Janor for awhile. 

He opened his pack, took out a waterskin, and drank 
deep. Then he took out what looked like two scraps of oiled 
leather. He shook them out and held them under the sur- 
face of the spring, and I realized that they were spare 
waterskins. They seemed to fill up forever, slowly 
swelling to the size of large wine flasks. Amazing, that two 
folded pieces of leather scarcely larger than a man's hand 
could hold so much liquid. When the flasks were full, Janor 
tied them shut with short leather thongs and then attached 
them to his belt. 

Next, he pulled a small sack from his satchel and 
opened it. Then he offered it to me. "Piece of fruit?" 

I thanked him and thrust my hand into the sack. I 
was surprised to feel something dried and leathery, 
rather than the smooth skins of fresh berries. I drew 
out my hand and discovered that it was full of dried 
apple slices. 

"A good deal easier to carry than fresh ones- 
and these don't spoil, either," Janor said. 

I reached for my own pack and dragged it onto 
my lap. The effort set my shoulder muscles burning. 
How in the name of the Passions had Janor-so 
much older than I-managed to walk for the same 
amount of time over the same ground as I had, and 
yet still move as easily as if he'd just risen from a 
feather bed? Troubadour magic, I thought, and 
resolved to learn it as quickly as possible. 

I pulled out my blanket and spread it on the 
ground, then carefully set out the provisions I had brought. 
Janor would surely be impressed at the foresight of his new 
young apprentice-his little satchel hadn't the room to contain half so much. I 
placed a flask of ale between us and set next to it a loaf of bread and the salt meat. Then I set two honeycakes down in front of 
each of us. I knew I should probably be more sparing with the cakes, as our entire supply came only to a dozen-but after so 
long a morning's walk, I thought we deserved some reward. If each of us ate one a day, the remainder would last four days- 
and surely by that time we would come to someplace where we might barter for more. (I devoutly hoped so, as I had a weak- 
ness for sweets.) 

At the sight of the honeycakes, Janor cleared his throat. He seemed about to speak, but instead simply raised a hand to 
cover his mouth. 

I took out the cheese and unwrapped the oiled cloth that covered it. The cheese glistened, as if it had gotten wet. Janor 
coughed loudly. I set the cheese down and reached for the crock of butter. 
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As soon as I brought it out of my pack, I knew something was wrong. It smelled strange-a sharp, nose-tickling smell, as 
if someone had spilled vinegar on it. I opened the crock, then dropped it in dismay as the full strength of the vinegar smell hit 
me. The butter had gone rancid. 

"It was fresh this morning!" 1 said. 
Janor burst out laughing. I gave him a wounded look. He shook his head, but made an effort to control himself. 
"I'm sorry. I shouldn't mock ignorance-I was just as ignorant myself once." He put the lid back on the butter crock and 

set it far to one side. "Your first lesson of the road, my boy-fresh food doesn't travel well, especially things like butter and 
cheese that spoil easily in heat." He gestured toward the bread and honey-cakes. "Those things don't hold up well either, but 
you can carry them for a day or two before they go stale. That," pointing to the salt meat, "is the most sensible thing you've 
brought. Dried meat, dried fruit, and parched grains are a traveler's best friend-they're light, you can carry plenty of them in 
not much space, and they'll keep for a year and a day like as not. If you want fresh food on the road, Hamlin, you hunt for it." 

It made so much sense when he said it. I picked up the cheese and sniffed it. "I think this is still all right." 
Janor unsheathed his belt knife, cut a small piece of cheese, and nibbled at it. "It tastes wholesome, but it won't stay that 

way for long." He gave me a crooked smile. "Let us feast on bread, cheese and honeycakes;and then we'll see what else 
you've got in that pack of yours." 

After we had eaten our fill, I spread out all my possessions for Janor to see. The herbs and the flints he approved, likewise 
the spare boots-"Sooner or later, these will be worth the trouble of carrying them." The shoes he set aside, along with the 
candleholders, the ale flasks, and most of my clothes. The pillow he also set aside, with a snort and a shake of his head. My 
pipes, two shirts and two pairs of trousers he placed with the things I was apparently to keep. Beside this pile also went one 
flask of ale-"We may meet someone with whom we'll need to share this," was his cryptic comment. The other flask he 
poured out, over my half-hearted protest. "You'll get some use out of the flask-none at all out of what was in it. Ale and 
wine and suchlike only make you thirstier in the long run, and if you drink it off before sleeping you'll likely never wake up. 
You'll be sleeping so soundly, a herd of wild thundras could stampede by and not wake you-much less a thief or a starving 
wolf, sneaking quietly up on you by the light of your banked fire." 

The candles he held for a moment, then placed them in the "keep" pile. "We may find some use for good wax, and these 
don't take up much room." When he came to the books, he looked grave. "I wish you had not taken these. I hate to leave 
them, but we can't spare the space for so many." He frowned at them, then bade me choose one. I selected Poems and Lyrics of 
Ancient Landis, a slender volume I'd discovered long ago while rooting around in the chambers of Caralle's abandoned kaer. 
Janor carefully bound the rest of the books in the oiled cheesecloth and tucked them into a fork of the nearest tree. "Someone 
may find them before the weather does too much damage." 

Slowly, I repacked my bag. I was surprised at how much lighter it felt. "You'll find the rest of the morning's walk easier, 
now that you're no longer dragging your entire house around with you," Janor said. 

"Morning's walk?!" I gaped. "I thought it was past noon!" 
"Scarcely mid-morn," Janor replied, grinning. "Look at the sun, boy. Nowhere near overhead yet." 
I looked up, squinting against the dazzle. It was true. I felt as if we'd walked forever, but the sun had made less than half 

its daily journey across the sky. 
"We'll rest awhile longer, as it's your first day," he continued, taking my pack from me. From his own pack, he drew a piece 

of soft leather and a square of bright red silk. He cut the leather into strips with his belt knife, then opened up the silk square- 
which, I now saw, was actually a small purse-and took out a ball of thick thread and a bone needle. With quick, neat stitches he 
sewed the leather strips low down on the sides of my pack. "There," he said, tossing it at my feet. "Tie those round your waist 
and it won't swing so much. It'll also spread the weight across your whole back-much easier on your shoulders!" 

"Is that the second lesson of the road?" 
"No. The second lesson of the road is this: take all that you can, but no more than you need." He got up and walked over 

to a sapling. Holding it lightly near the top, he eyed it up and down, then looked over at me. "Stand up, Hamlin." 
I stood. "But how will I know what I'll need? Apart from obvious things like food and water." 
Apparently satisfied with whatever he saw, Janor gestured for me to sit again. "After this journey, you'll know-at least 

enough not to make too many foolish mistakes, or else I've lost my touch." He knelt and began sawing at the sapling with his 
belt knife. "For the rest, experience is the best teacher." 

I watched him cut the sapling free and then trim off its few spindly branches. "What are you doing?" 
He tossed the sapling at me. Startled, I caught it. "Your walking stick," Janor said. 
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